Standard-Setters Round Table  
Thursday, April 7, 2011 from 9:00 – 12:30  
Sheraton on the Park, Phillip 2 Room  
Sydney, Australia

Agenda

1. Roll call (Chair)

2. Approval of agenda (Chair)

3. Approval of minutes of previous meetings (Chair)  
   a. Vienna, 10 October 2010  
   b. Conference Call, 15 November 2010  
   c. Conference Call, 7 March 2011

4. Very brief reports on status of:  
   a. Principles in setting mortality assumptions (Chris Daykin)  
   b. Survey on claim reserving (Thomas Béhar)

5. Update from IAA on Executive Committee activities related to the SSRT

6. Update from the IASSC (Dave Pelletier, IASSC Chair)

7. Updates from SSRT members on major actuarial standards developments in their jurisdiction

8. SSRT future activities

9. SSRT Website (Chair / Verónica Sánchez)

10. Other business

11. Upcoming meetings